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Web Resources


See Paulsen’s Case Study Unit Algebra (Part 1): Applying Learning Strategies to Beginning Algebra and Paulsen’s Case Study Unit Algebra (Part 2): Applying Learning Strategies to Intermediate Algebra
Teacher Vision at
http://www.teachervision.fen.com/graphic-organizers/printable/6293.html


*Resources for reading and using materials for students and instructor:

Aristotle's Six Elements of a Play at

How to Teach Students to Read Drama - a Lesson Plan at

Landow, G. P.’s Victorian Web at
http://www.victorianweb.org/technique/howto.novel.html

How-to-study.com’s A strategy for reading novels at
http://www.how-to-study.com/study-skills/en/language-arts/15/a-strategy-for-reading-novels

EnglishCompanion.com’s How to read plays at
http://www.englishcompanion.com/room82/readplays.html

About.com’s Reading a play by Bradford at
http://plays.about.com/od/basics/tp/ReadingPlays.htm

Unlocking the Underlying Symbolism and Themes of a Dramatic Work at